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1. U. S. Operations

Little America Station

Plight Operations

The first operational mission of the summer season has been completed,
with a reconnaissance flight on August 29 in temperature of -53°F. This
flight included an inspection of Ross Ice Barrier Ledge for approximately
one hundred miles from Bay of Jhales to Okuma Bay. No sea ice was found
anywhere except for bay indentations into barrier face which are still fast
with ice.

In searching for a possible route for the forthcoming IGY traverse
party and in scouting the trail to Byrd Station, last year's marker flags
and fuel caches were clearly visible.

General

A flag-raising ceremony was held August 20 to witness the appearance
of the sun after the long winter night; however, the sun was not visible,
being obscured by heavy low-hanging clouds.

The following were among the accomplishments of the winter: construction
of six new buildings, the alterations to existing buildings and construction
of a 350 .-foot tunnel to the newly located geomagnetism laboratory which the
men here helped to move. A: garage large enough to accommodate the 38-ton,
D-'8tractors was constructedfrom available materialconsisting of 8.-foot
panels and 20-foot steel trusses, At the time of heavy storms when vast
snowdrifts inundated 'the camp,, builders installed shoring to reinforce
sagging buildings and tunnels. One of the men who is on light duty after
an appendectomy recently modified IGY Sno-Cats for the trail party and
assisted in erecting a windbreak for release of weather balloons, and now
plans to overhaul a bus and wanigans.

There was a radio blackout from August 29 at 123OZ until August 31.

Aurora -- The shock .-absorbing spring in the K-100 camera connecting
the main drive shaft to the governor, and pieces of the plastic hub on the
shutter disc have broken. Stateside repaii or replacement is sugeted.
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The lens is in good condition. It is recommended that there be a spare
camera provided for all stations to insure, continuity of records.

At the end of August the spectrograph was still being operated semi-
manually. The spectral mirror was replaced due to scratches caused during
soot removal. The all-sky camera was working satisfactorily.

Geouiagnetism--' A magnetic storm commencing at 1920Z on August 29
registered during the first three hours ranges of 1560 gammas vertical in-
tensity, 1635 gammas horizontal intensity, 6 0 54' declination.

Glaciology -- The deep pit was finished at 20 meters. Cores were ob-
tained ot 20 to 40 meters with a hand auger. The approximate ice tempera-
ture at various depths was: 16.8 meters,-.9•94p 26.3 rters,"89680P;
39.0 IneterS 94 7,960p. One hundred sixty-five simples for oxygen isotope
studies were taken at 15 to 19 meters. Stakes are located across two in-
land valleys for movement rate studies. During the blizzard August 30,
the following results were observed from 70 accumulation stakes: 349
erosion; 14, no change; 22, accumulation; average, .8 centimeters erosion.

Ionospheric Physics -- A 75-foot ionosphere antenna pole was erected.

The 0-4 recorder was in routine operation 98.4 per cent of the month.
The first half of the Special World Interval message of August 24 was lost
by a warning message with the wrong text.

Meteorology -- Surface and upper air observations were routine. There
were continued measurements of outgoing radiation and wind erosion by the
micrometeorology and radiation group. The average height for the 62 radio-
sondes made during the month was 17,262 meters. Net  change for the four
snow stakes was -1/2 inch.

It has been decided to discontinue four soundings on regular basis on
World Days and to make more than two soundings per day only uhen additional
information is needed by ',leather Central on special meteorological conditions.
For safety reasons 

-
when making four soundings per day hydrogen charges may

be limited to two for each sounding or to no more than is safe to prepare.

The radiometers work well except during periods of high outgoing radia-
tion when there is sufficient moisture in the air to form ice crystals. Ice
crystals clog vents in twenty or thirty minutes and readings may double or
triple when vents are clogged. Also, when ventilation decreases frost
fcrms very rapidly on plates.

The PRU/4 frequency meter has been replaced by a LM-2 procured from
Little America III as VFO for tenth channel 431-D transmitter. Weather
intercepted New Zealand collective is now transmitted by Musick Point,
New Zealand, via radio-teletype four times daily for Weather Central. The
weekly IGY network schedules have added Port Stanley and O'Higgins. Propa-
gation conditions have been somewhat unstable for the past three weeks.
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The infrared hygrometer stopped operating August 4 because the teeth
wore off the nylon gear on the end of the fd.lter; disc drive shaft. It had
been in operation since May 30.

Two eight-inch precipitation gages are needed at the station because
it is necessary to place them at least 800 feet from camp to get representa-
tative readings.

The pyrheliometer and the illuininometer are again in operation. The
surface ozone analyzer is under repair and test after difficulties believed
due to contamination of the system,

Following is the monthly meteorology summary for August: mean temperature,
-30.10°F; high, '-0.04°? on the 29th; low, -'56.02°F on th 2nd and on the 26th;
precipitation, 0.19 inches; snowfall, 2.2 inches; mean àtation pressure,
28.84 inches; .. highest sea level pressure, 29.78 on the 24th; lowest sea level
pressure, 27.50 on the 29th. The average wind velocity was 14,1 knots, with
the. highest being 75 knots from the north on the 30th. The prevailing direc-
tion of wind was south. There were nine clear days, eight cloudy days, 14
partly'cloudy days and eight days with visibility of 1/4 mile or less. On
eleven days there were halo observations.

Seismology and Gravity	Inventory of SIPRE drilling equipment will
be made soon. The deep snow cover over Byrd cache has made it impractical
to check this equipment during the dark period. Core samples can be stored
in the glaciological pit at the station. A periodic airlift of cores from
Byrd Station will be required during the summer.

The Navy will provide IGY with one ten-ton sled in addition to the two
IGY ten-ton sleds now at Little America Station for inclusion in the October
Little America-Byrd tractor train, these Sleds to be used for core drilling
prograiti.

The Worden meter is performing well with .4 megacycles daily drift but
with no extensive operation yet. It is not planned to use the '!orden on
traverse,

The following message was sent to Mirny by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey: "Direct P-phase data from your seismograms would be very much ap-'
preciated."

Mirny replied: "Unfortunately we cannot afford immediate computing of
seismograms in full scale. We could transmit presumably daily only direct

No
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P-phase. If reception of this data would be of any interest we will com-
mence sending it to you immediately after your verification, Take op-
portunity to advise you that it would be very desirable for us to receive
the same data from your station."

As a result of these messages the Coast and Geodetic Survey is now
receiving regular reports from Mirny and in turn is including Mirny in
its routine reports of earthquakes located in the southern hemisphere.

Weather Central	Operation of Weather Central has improved greatly
since August 1. Reports are now being received four times daily from all
mother stations except Mawson who sends weather via Mirny. Port Stanley
sends weather eight times daily. Weekly network schedules have been
established with Halley Bay. It is expected that it will be possible to
broadcast analyses about twelve hours after synoptic map time beginning
early in September. Weather reports from U. S. bases are coming in more
rapidly. Reports from Sovietskaya and Norwegian stations are not being re-
ceived soon enough for analysis but work is being done to improve the situ-
ation, Reports from Kerguelen, bbrion and Amsterdam Islands are not being
received reliably and South African reports are received only sporadically.
Selected reports are being received through O'Higgins and Decepcion. New
Zealand is sending reports four times daily via radioteletype. The Navy
communications personnel are doing a fine job getting weather to Little
America Station,

The Weather Central analysis program consists of four daily surface
maps, 700, 500 and 300 MS charts twice daily. Thickness charts are not
being done, but statistical interpolations from surface charts are being
utilized to obtain upper air heights over ocean areas. Sixteen adiabatic
charts are being plotted of Antarctic upper air stations. Nine time sections
are plotted and analyzed. Terminal forecasting program has been started and
Byrd and Amundsen-Scott Stations have been asked to transmit terminal fore-
casts beginning about September 1.

Foreign observers have assisted in the We'ather Central program by
participating in shift work, having a joint project preparing monthly track
and mean charts, and assisting in contacts with Mirny and Decepcion. The
weekly voice contact with Mirny for exchange of information continues.

Pour scheduled surface and upper air analysis broadcasts were missed
due to a complete blackout on August 5, 29, 30 and 31.

Byrd IGY Station

Aurora	August was the most active month to date, with a bright aurora
on August 9, a bright to very bright flaming aurora on August 10 (the pattern
of these two being that of the red preceding the green) and other activity
during the month including a rare yellow aurora August 30. Other phenomena
observed were twilight shadow rays, probable shining-by-night clouds, clouds
resembling mother-of-pearl and a bluegreen meteor near fireball brilliance
in the south,
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The oscillating auroral observatory was dismounted and cameras and
lenses removed to the science building below when storm warnings were re-
ceived before the late-July storm. The spectograph was unharmed during
the storm,

Attempts to make durable repairs on the K-lOO camera have thus far
failed. It will function the mechanical equivalent of an hour or so and
then break down. Prolonged exposure to extreme cold may be the factor re-
sponsible for the' unexpected breakdowns of metallic and plastic parts.

Geoinagnetisin Hourly scalings have begun. No monthly means could be
recorded but preliminary records indicate an H of .,158 and Z of .598. The
rapid run is not yet under test operation. Weather and magnetic conditions
hinder frequent absolute observation necessary at this time.

Glaciology The average accuinultion for the month of August was
three centimeters. A core was taken from the bottom of the deep pit at
twelve to thirty meters for density and stratigraphy. Air samples were
taken at thirty meters, Melted cores were filtered to obtain precipitate.

Ionospheric Physics - The ionospheric sounding antenna were damaged
by the incessant winds during the storm utich began July 29. Repairs are
delayed until the appearance of daylight and favorable'weather conditions.

Meteorology - During a seven-day storm beginning July 29, the worst
stormsince the establishment of the Byrd IGY Station last January, north-
east winds rose to 72 knots and a jet-like flow of air at 27,000 feet
reached 77 knots during the radiosonde flight released at midnight July 29.
Storm damage was negligible; however, violent winds grounded radiosonde
balloons several days during the height of the storm, and thus weather
reports for August and September are incomplete. High temperatures were
a feature of the storm, From the minus sixties Fahrenheit of late July,
the thermometer 'rose to ;44*F on August 4.

Comparative rawin-rabal runs taken during August were for the purpose
of making adjustments in erroneous readings.

The possibility of a new rawin tower is being discussed with Little
America,

Punch cards and summaries are up to date, TqdiatIon equipment has been
installed. The average height of 50 radiosondes toi the month was 18,083
meters, High winds destroyed most of these.

August was the warmest of the winter months this year with mean tem-
perature--19,9°F, highest 8.3°F on the 29th, followed by the lowest of
-51.2°F on the 30th. Average wind velocity was 23,5 knots, with maximum
wind of 62 knots from the northeast with gusts to 70 knots, also new records.
There were 26 days with visibility of 1/4 mile or less, Highest surface
winds and near record snowfall (21.8 inches) were recorded. Barogranis
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revealed considerable instability, with short wave length and large nag...
nitude r resenting changes. An optical phenomenon was the appearance of
mother-of-pearl clouds. The éun was sighted for the first time August 29,

Seismology	Twenty-one disturbances were recorded duting the month
of August, High winds caused great disturbances to the vertical seismograph,
partly obliterating 10 days' records.

Aniundsen.,Scott IGY_South Pole Station

Aurora	There were 1,577 observations in August, with displays visible
on 27 days. The entire aurora program will terminate with the onset of civil
twilight on September 7.

The all-sky camera was in operation 88% of the time. Repeated K.-lOO
camera governor spring and shutter trouble caused intermittent operation
during tie last half of the month, 11ith increased twilight, the:all-'sky
camera operation will cease September 3 0 Manual spectograph operation is
100% complete during the month. A turntable was used during August in order
to collect twilight data.

Geomagnetism	The variograph is operating satisfactorily on all three
components, The average pit temperature was -50°C.

Glaciology -- The snow mine depth is now below 50 feet. Density of
0.52 does not portray flinty hardness of -52,3°C snow.

Ionospheric Phy sics -- The C-3 recorder received data 99% complete for
the month, Scaling is up to date.

Meteorology	The weather summary for the month of August is: mean
temperature, -72.769121 highest temterature, 45•4	on the 5th; lowest tem-
perature, -99,76 0? on the 27th; average snow surface teinperature,54.02'7 five
meters above the surface, 5S,o°? average wind velocity, 16 knots; peak
gust, 33 knots on the 1st. There were 20 clear days, 8 partly cloudy days,
2 cloudy days, and 1 day with visibility of 1/4 mile or less.

There were 62 radiosondes averaging 16 6003 meters in height.

Seismology -- Vertical recordings were 95% complete. One hundred one
disturbances were reported for the month.

The galvanometers which were repaired for the horizontal seismometers
are not functioning satisfactorily. Attempt of further repair has been
abandoned and shipment of new galvanometers is awaited,

Naval Air Facility, McMurdo

On August 20, the day the sun was to appear1 the sunrise was obscured
by low overcast and blowing snow.
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Williams Air Field at McMurdo will be the hub of Antarctic flight
traffic at the beginning of summer. Supply flights and air drops are
planned to Beardmore Glacier, South Pole, Byrd and Little America Sta-
tions, Ships will also arrive during the Antarctic summer to off load
cargo or relay by air to other stations.

Meteorology	The mean temperature for August was 44 .0 0?. Maximum
temperature wds 18.00? on August 5, and the minimum was -.42.0°? on August 2.
Average sea level pressure was 99.3; maximum, 1008.8; minimum, 948,9. Aver-
age wind velocity was 11 knots, with peak gust from the southwest at 64 knots
and maximum, hourly velocity of 43 knots. The estimated snowfall was 10.5
inches. SJyconditions were clear 287o of the time; scattered, 22%, broken,.
13% and overcast, 37%,

Hallett IGY Station

Aurora	When the one kv power supply of the spectrograph failed
August 14, the spectrograph was operated manually until August 31 when
modifying of the circuit permitted use of six kv power supply from iono-
sonde gear, The ails-sky camera was operated without difficulty the
entire month,

Geomagnetism	No difficulty was experienced in the operation of
the variograph.

Ionospheric Physics -- There has been essentially full operation for
the month,

Meteorology	All scheduled radiosondings were made, a total of 62,
with an average height of 17,688 meters. A pronounced increase in heights
has been noted since the beginning of treating balloons by soaking in 140°?
diesel fuel.

Summary for the inonth.s: average temperature,.47j4°p; higheSt,9,4Q0p
on the 16th; lowest,, -.43,6CYP cnthe3rd; precipitation, .01 inches; prevailing
wind, southwest; average wind velocity, 647 knots; fastest mean velocity,
55 knots on the 11th; peak, wind gust, 76 knots on the 6th; average station
pressure, 29,26; highest station pressUre 29.85	the 9th; Lowest station
pressure, Z .27 on the 30th; clear days, 12; partly cloudy days, 10; cloudy
days, 9; days with visibility of 1/4 mile or less, 3,

Seismology, -- All seismographs are in routine operation. Erratic trace
mdvement is still a difficulty in horizontal components,

Ellsworth IGY Station

Aurora	A flaming aurora was observed seven nights of the winter, the
most isItent one lasting on one occasion four hours. It vos too faint and
swift to photograph the motion, Almost all of the sky exposures were success-
ful at ten seconds. Forty seconds was used to record faint semi-permanent
quiet arc features of S-.3 and S- .4 morning hours. Photometry in blue and red
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light of zenith brightness during twilight shows marked recurrent variations
with change of solar zenith angle. Molecular scattering is first observed
as the sun strikes the region near 200 kin.

Glaciology	The deep pit was completed August 1 at slope 15 degrees
off vertical, slope depth 32.4 meters and vertical depth of 31.3 meters.
A three-inch core hole was cut 26 meters below the floor of the pit ten
degrees off vertical, Ice from the deep cores shows elongated bubbles
of oreferred orientation. The density of the deepst core was approxi'.
inately .89. Temperature taken at five-meter intervals throughout the
depth of the pit and core bole with thermometer placed three meters into
the wall for the measurements shows decreasing temperature with depth
appearing to approach cold limit. Samples of oxygen isotope analysis were
taken in the strata from surface to depth of eighteen meters. Local
magnetic declination is being determined with greater precision than has
been possible previously * calculations were carried out for the time of
the first sunrise in an effort to determine refraction value at horizon.
The first sunrise was cloudy.

Gravity and Seismology --. As an experiment to determine the density
of snow removed from the pit, measurements were made of vertical gravity
gradients on the aurora tower and in the deep pit. The seismic pit study
has been completed. Knowledge of density and P and S wave velocities will
allow complete determination of elastic properties of snow at seismic fre-
quency to 55 meters depth.

Ionospheric Physics -- Due to poor mechanical design of the 33 mm
camera, some records have been lost. It is recommended that this camera
be redesigned or that there be a modification of the C-'3 type for use with
a C-.4 camera. Operation is normal otherwise. Scaling is current. Definite
echo layers and less definite Fl layers are observed occasionally, Whistler
gear is operating with only a few marred recordings due tolow ambient tem-
perature and radio interference. Wagon wheels have definitely been recorded,
and what are believed to be noise whistlers have been recorded. Work has
been started on the whistler spectroanalyzer and it is hoped that a critical
experiment to test feasibility of basic idea may be performed within the
next month.	 -

Meteorology --On August 11 installation of radiation equipment was
begun.' All equipment is portable to facilitate installation and dismantl-
ing for storage. Cloudy days have prevented normal operation of the pyr-.
heliomneter md sunshine switCh. As a result the sunshine switch is not
operative at the present time. All equipment is staggered in the snow
field to prevent shadowing each other. All climatic and recorder records
are brought up to date. -

The sun was first visible on the 16th of August. One and one-half
inches of snowfall was recorded on the 19th. This was the first clearly
defined snowfall since the setting of the sun at the beginning of the
Antarctic winter, During the same week there was a sudden relief from the
extreme cold with temperatures going from ...55 to +50 in four hours.
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Wilkes IGY Station

Classes are being conducted in mathematics and in skiing.

During the earlier part of the month much time and labor was involved
in shoveling out and preparing the Jamesway which is used at the temporary
camp for emergency. The Jamesway had become solidly packed with snow from
front to back and top to bottom.

Aurora and Air low	of 364 hours observed, 94 were clear, but many of
these days were hazy, making it difficult to detect faint aurora, Aurora
was observed during only 35 hours. There was a bright display of rayed
bands with red lower borders August 31. Displays were otherwise not dis..
tinCt. Work continues on Poinsett Ice Cap Station (S-2).

Cosmic Rays- The checkout test was completed without imoroving data
consistency. The equipment continued to operate as it is pending further
instructions from the University of Maryland,

Geomagnetism -- This was a quiet month, with average of D, H and Z:
82 0 6 0 9 9377 gammas and 65506 gammas.

Ionospheric Physics	The ionosonde was in operation 97.7 per cent
of the month, High absorption conditions existed during 10-14 9 23-24,

269 29 and 31 with very high absorption on the 30th, Continuous recording
was made during decrease of absorption on the 30th. Weak E one and E layers
were recorded during undisturbed days.

Mteorolo y	Mean temperature for Autzt was 9.5P9 with a
maximum o 3Z'E and minimum o141,02 0R Average station pressure was 92.6
MBS, with maximum of 104.7, 957,7 MJ3S. There were twenty days with pre-
cipitation totaling 1.76 inches, Average wind speed was 12.9 knots, prevail-k
ing direction east-southeast, highest hourly average 57 knots on the 25th.
The peak gust was 80 knots on the 25th. Winds exceeding 50 knots were
recorded on 13 days, 60 knots and over on eight days, 70 knots and over on
five days. Ten releases were lost dttxing August due to high wLta1ø. All
bay ice has been broken.

The interior station summary based on 216 observations was: mean
temperature, ..10.12F;.mnaximnuv4- ..2,929P,and minimum,.-9,3$4P. Averagewind
speed was 27,8 knots, prevailing direction east-soathcast.

II. Operations of Other Countries

Chile

Two Chilean officers, Lieutenants Sergio Ponce Torrealba and Oscar
Avelino Hinostrosa Conterera, died while exploring .terrain near the O'Higgins
base in the Chilean Antarctic in connection with the International Geophysical
Year studies, The two officers fell into a crevasse with their sleigh.
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USSR

There is a weekly voice contact with Mirny for exchange of information.

Indications are that a rocket program will be undertaken at Mirny next

year. Mirny personnel will be replaced February 1.

A tractor train to establish Vostok will leave Mirny at the end of

September or beginning of October. A tractor train for Sovietskaya leaves
in January.
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